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We study the dynamical arrest in an adhesive hard-sphere colloidal system. We examine a micel-
lar suspension of the Pluronic-L64 surfactant in the temperature (T) and volume fraction (!) phase
diagram. According to mode-coupling theory (MCT), this system is characterized by a cusp-like
singularity and two glassy phases: an attractive glass (AG) phase and a repulsive glass (RG) phase.
The T ! ! phase diagram of this system as confirmed by a previous series of scattering data also
exhibits a Percolation Threshold (PT) line, a reentrant behavior (AG-liquid-RG), and a glass-to-glass
transition. The AG phase can be generated out of the liquid phase by using T and ! as control param-
eters. We utilize viscosity and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques. NMR data confirm
all the characteristic properties of the colloidal system phase diagram and give evidence of the onset
of a fractal-like percolating structure at a precise threshold. The MCT scaling laws used to study the
shear viscosity as a function of ! and T show in both cases a fragile-to-strong liquid glass-forming
dynamic crossover (FSC) located near the percolation threshold where the clustering process is fully
developed. These results suggest a larger thermodynamic generality for this phenomenon, which is
usually studied only as a function of the temperature. We also find that the critical values of the con-
trol parameters, coincident with the PT line, define the locus of the FSC. In the region between the
FSC and the glass transition lines the system dynamics are dominated by clustering effects. We thus
demonstrate that it is possible, using the conceptual framework provided by extended mode-coupling
theory, to describe the way a system approaches dynamic arrest, taking into account both cage and
hopping effects. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4833595]

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic arrest in condensed matter, i.e., the glass tran-
sition, is an intriguing phenomenon that has not been ad-
equately explained.1, 2 This dynamic slowing down process
changes system properties and its underlying microscopic ori-
gin is a topic of much current research.3 To study the phe-
nomenon we analyze system transport quantities (e.g., viscos-
ity ", the relaxation time # , and self-diffusion constant Ds)
as functions of thermodynamic variables (e.g., temperature
T and concentration C).4 This approach has received much
attention—experimentally, numerically, and theoretically—in
the glass-transition literature, but the usual methodology is
to explore the T-dependence of these coefficients by super-
cooling liquids into the metastable state below the melting
temperature TM until they either crystallize or vitrify. Often
the concentration (or the volume fraction !) can reveal the
control parameter,5–10 e.g., in complex fluids (supramolecular
systems, polymers, colloids, and granular materials).

We can better understand the arrest phenomenon by ob-
serving how ", Ds, and # evolve as a function of the “con-
trol parameter” as they approach their limiting values. When
T < TM in supercooled liquids, the transport coefficients
change by many orders of magnitude, e.g., often when de-
termining # the time required for experimental accessibility

is exceeded. These marked changes suggest that we need to
determine whether transport parameters reflect an underlying
phase transition to a state in which quantities become infinite
(a “dynamic divergence” at the calorimetric glass transition
temperature Tg).11, 12 Numerous models and theories—many
contradicting each other—have been developed to understand
the behavior of liquids in their supercooled phase.4, 13–16 A
precursor phenomenon exhibiting anomalous (“glassy”) dy-
namics at the transition from liquid to amorphous solid prior
to Tg has also been observed. Its evolution is connected to a
“critical temperature” Tc > Tg. The usual model to describe
this is the well-known mode-coupling theory (MCT). An ideal
MCT that models density fluctuation dynamics in order to
understand the cage effect has been the usual mode of inter-
preting experimental data inside these temperature regions.
MCT utilizes closed equations of motion—in which equilib-
rium structure enters as input via the static structure factor
S(q)—for the normalized density-fluctuation correlation func-
tions F(q, t) at wave-vector q.4 MCT explains Tc for the self-
trapping problem of density fluctuations as a singularity that
results in a bifurcation phenomenon, and the observables are
characterized by two different behaviors above and below Tc.
Note that Tc represents a crossover between two different dy-
namic behaviors located inside the temperature range between
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TM and Tg, i.e., inside the supercooled regime. Above Tc the
correlation functions decay to zero according to precise scal-
ing laws (supporting the case for the arrest’s universality). Be-
low Tc the interactions of density fluctuations arrest the pre-
vious region via cage-effects. The task is to clarify whether
in fact the dynamic evolution of the system in the region be-
tween Tc and Tg is a crossover due to cage-effects on some
kind of activated transport.

MCT describes the measured relaxations of the time-
dependent density correlation function by means of two con-
tributions: primary $-processes and secondary %-processes in
which molecules explore all the available cage space. In the
quasi-elastic scattering (QES) time regime, the two contribu-
tions are superimposed, with the % contribution at the lowest
time. Both of these contributions obey precise scaling laws.4

Approaches that are more qualitative than MCT assume that
the long time ($-) density correlation function decays of su-
percooled fluids are caused by the presence of a hierarchi-
cal multi-exponential temporal relaxation,2 observable as a
stretched exponential (F (q, t) = Fc

q exp[!(t/#$)%S ]). The be-
havior of the corresponding transport quantities differs from
the well-known Arrhenius behavior (AE: ln "/"0 = E/kBT).

Super-Arrhenius (SA) behavior can be variously
described using approaches ranging from the power laws typ-
ical of the MCT4 to empirical equations (see, e.g., Ref. 17),
such as the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation
" = "0exp (B/(T ! T0)) in which B and T0 are material-
dependent parameters. Unlike AE, SA predicts a divergence
at a finite T0. The diverging scales of # , Ds, and " contained
in the VFT help us understand the arrested matter process11, 12

because T0 is associated with the Kauzmann temperature
TK,15 i.e., T0 " TK. As an ideal glass temperature, TK is
defined as the temperature at which the configurational en-
tropy SC of the liquid phase extrapolated below the transition
converges with the crystal phase entropy. The Adam-Gibbs
theory12 relates the structural relaxation time, #$ , to the
change in SC, i.e., #$ = # 0exp (A/TSC). By considering SC

as SC = S0(T ! TK)/T it goes to zero at a finite temperature,
hence one obtains the VFT form for which TK is identified as
T0, and the supports of the VFT physical validity lie in this
temperature identification.

Unlike AE behavior in which a single particle hops over
barriers of uniform height, in cooperative SA behavior the
barriers have a broad distribution of heights, i.e., the so-called
inherent structures18 proposed to describe the thermodynami-
cal behavior of supercooled glass forming liquids. This latter
approach is based on the potential energy topology, e.g., the
number and depth of local minima (basins) in the potential
energy landscape. This picture explains how the system short-
time dynamics are characterized as an intrabasin motion and
the long-time slow dynamics as an interbasin motion.

A commonly used classification of glass forming liquids
identifies two main classes in terms of their “fragility’:’19

“fragile” liquids exhibit a marked VFT temperature-
dependent behavior and “strong” liquids exhibit a pure Arrhe-
nius dynamic behavior. Whether VFT is a “universal” feature
has recently been called into question, e.g., it has been pointed
out20 that B = DTT0 does not in fact yield the Arrhenius form
for T0 = 0.

Another characteristic of supercooling is that micro-
scopic cooperative processes determine the way in which the
glass phase is approached.21–24 Upon cooling, a liquid does
not become a glass in a spatially homogeneous fashion. These
heterogeneities are regions of space that exhibit strong dy-
namic correlations such that transport parameters are decou-
pled leading to the violation of the Stokes-Einstein (SE) re-
lation that occurs at a certain crossover temperature (T#)
with Tg < T# < TM. Like TM, T# is a material-dependent
property.

From an analysis of the thermal behavior of "(T), it has
been also conjectured that some supercooled liquids can dis-
play a fragile-to-strong (FS) crossover temperature in a region
from Tg to TM located inside the supercooled phase (see Ref.
25 and references therein). An analogous situation has been
hypothesized for water at T# " 228 K26 by assuming that the
crossover corresponds to a change in the liquid structure. This
was confirmed recently using experimental techniques27, 28

and molecular dynamic simulations29, 30 in both confined and
bulk supercooled contexts. It was observed that both the SE
violation and the dynamic FS crossover take place at the same
temperature, T# " 225 K.

Many studies have proposed that transport parame-
ters can exhibit universal features inside the supercooled
phase.14, 25, 31–33 It has also been argued that the microscopic
origins of the breakdown of the SE relation and of the dy-
namic FS crossover lie in the dynamic heterogeneities. In the
vast literature on the topic, the scaling laws typically used to
describe critical phenomena and the physics of complex ma-
terials such as polymers and gels have been not very used to
describe dynamic arrest. The VFT approach has been used
instead,34 despite the fact that there are many new studies and
ideas now available on dynamic arrest.

In addition to the question of whether a true “diverging
behavior” in the dynamic parameters exists, we also want to
determine the liquid-to-glass transition temperature. In terms
of viscosity and relaxation times, there is no precise Tg, only
a transformation region—and the resulting glass is in a high-
viscosity supercooled liquid state. In terms of these param-
eters there is no distinction between the glassy and the su-
percooled liquid states. Neither T0 nor Tg appears relevant in
describing and understanding their slowing down. Note that
in this scenario the VFT approach lacks physical meaning.
This is related to the observation, made in some statistical
mechanics studies, that the configurational entropy is finite
at any temperature,16 i.e., a Kauzmann temperature TK, where
the liquid is out of the equilibrium, does not exist. A study33

of the dielectric relaxation times # (T) of many ultraviscous
glass-forming fluids contradicts the VFT prediction that trans-
port parameters diverge at a finite T and demonstrates that
the VFT cannot explain supercooled liquid dynamics. The
dominant position of VFT has also been questioned by other
authors,17, 35 and the superiority of several equations for show-
ing no-divergence at a finite T proposed. This scenario was
confirmed in terms of the segmental relaxation data of glass-
forming polymers as T $ T0

36 where the time scales related
to the arrest do not diverge at a non-zero temperature. Di-
vergent vs. non-divergent dynamics has recently received ex-
tensive study, and new light has been shed on the behavior of
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supercooled systems and a new relationship between the glass
transition and critical phenomena revealed.37

These observations in both small glass-forming
molecules and polymers suggest a larger generality, which is
confirmed by the dynamic crossover caused by the universal
behavior of transport parameters and not by a definition
linked to a specific cooling rate, such as the calorimetric
Tg.38 In the fractional SE (the scaled representation of the
transport parameter) data of many different supercooled
liquids converge into a single master curve (Figure 3 of
Ref. 38) and their decoupling takes place at T# where the
system reverts to AE behavior.

As stated above, MCT has been used to determine the
temperature at which fragile supercooled liquids below TM

undergo dynamic changes,14, 25, 31, 32, 35, 39, 40 an approach con-
firmed by a recent study of the critical behavior of glass form-
ing liquids.37 It has also been proposed that the FS crossover
temperature can be identified as the critical temperature of
the ideal MCT Tc (hence T# = Tc), suggesting that an ex-
tended MCT (EMCT) can be used to describe the entire FS
scenario.41, 42 We can thus use a MCT power law form to de-
termine the transport parameters,

" = "0 |(T ! Tc)/Tc|!& , (1)

where & is a non-universal exponent. Although the ideal
MCT assumes that structural relaxation is the bottleneck
for all molecular motion, the EMCT suggests that phonon-
assisted hopping processes can fully explain structural relax-
ation processes.41 Even if the SA region can be described
by its original formulation4 (which also introduced the con-
cept of crossover temperature), the entire temperature behav-
ior of the transport parameters, above and below the dynam-
ical crossover, is better described using an extended form
that incorporates barrier hopping.42 The main observations
are that43 Tc = T# appears to be more relevant than Tg or
T0 to the physics of the dynamic arrest, and the universal-
ity shown in the master curves from the scaled description
of the Stokes-Einstein and Debye-Stokes-Einstein violations
is a “ground-breaking” reality that suggests a new approach
to exploring arrested processes. Our work demonstrates that
MCT can be used to form a comprehensive description of this
phenomenon.

We use the viscosity data of an attractive colloidal system
characterized by a well-defined clustering process to confirm
that the dynamic crossover Tc = T# through transport data
indicates the presence of dynamic arrest. We do this to prove
that using the extended MCT based on hopping processes is
valid and to point out that using system concentration as a
control parameter further supports the proposed universality
of the arrest process, i.e., the goal of this work is to prove that
the fragile-to-strong (FSC) can also be observed by chang-
ing the concentration of the system (or its compressibility).
Hence, the behavior of a colloidal system is the same as that of
a molecular supercooled liquid. This unique approach to un-
derstanding dynamic arrest utilizes the vast previous research
on colloids and polymers and the technique of interpreting
transport parameter evolution as a function of concentration.

We note that the hard-sphere system (HS) has been used
as a theoretical paradigm for a simple fluid and that exper-
iments conducted on HS colloids indicate that it can also
serve as an accurate test of models developed to explain glass
dynamics.5–7 Originally, it appeared that the ideal glass tran-
sition concentration of the MCT was identical to the “calori-
metric” glass transition, !c = !g. This suggests that studies
of colloidal systems can help us understand the conventional
glass transition, which is usually studied in molecular liquids.
Recently, attractive colloids (polymer grafted colloids) and
an adhesive hard-sphere system (AHS—block-copolymer mi-
celles) were also considered. Unlike the previous systems (HS
and molecular liquids) in which the MCT bifurcation is due to
changes in a single control parameter (fold bifurcation), in the
case of attractive systems there is a possible cusp bifurcation,
i.e., a MCT singularity obtained when two control parameters
are varied. This type of bifurcation differs completely from
folding in the sense that it causes, even in the liquid region, a
logarithmic decay in the correlations. Specifically, these AHS
systems are characterized by two intersecting glass-transition
lines in the T ! ! phase diagram, indicating the hard core and
the adhesive part of the potential, respectively, and giving rise
to two different arrest mechanisms.8 This scenario was fully
confirmed in a number of colloidal materials44 and suggests
that we can observe the arrest by changing the volume fraction
and the temperature. By changing the temperature the liquid
can become a glass both on cooling and on heating.45 Note
that in these AHS colloids an A3 singularity point at which
the glass-to-glass transition line terminates can occur. MCT
suggests that the two distinct dynamically arrested states be-
come identical at and beyond this singularity point.8, 9

We next examine viscosity data from the AHS copoly-
mer micellar system, which indicate the presence of a MCT
cusp bifurcation.9, 46 Using T and ! as control parameters
we study the FS dynamic crossover and show that the ex-
tended form of the MCT can aptly describe the correspond-
ing behaviors. These transport quantities came from viscosity
experiments.47–49 Note that the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) technique50 provides evidence for a clustering process
caused by interparticle attraction. This process is the basis of
the cusp singularity that determines the physics of this com-
plex system.

II. CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART

In quasi-elastic light scattering (QES) the two MCT tem-
poral contributions are superimposed with the %-contribution
at the lowest time. In the frequency dielectric spectra the %-
contribution is located at a frequency above that of the $-peak
('$ = 1/#$). In the % relaxation, we can describe the extracted
relaxation times by using activated AE T behavior ln #% /#%0

= E(T)/kBT, in contrast to #$ , which exhibits SA behavior.
These data from two time scales indicate the existence of
a crossover temperature Tc located above Tg at which the
dynamic behavior of the system evolves from that typical
of a strongly coupled fluid to that of a glass. Near Tc the
$-relaxation governing the long-time fluid dynamics char-
acterized by a power law behavior and anomalies in the
Debye-Waller factor exhibits a stretched exponential form.4
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The %-process has its onset at the crossover, whereas the $-
contribution reveals it with two fractal time-decay behaviors
(with non-universal exponents). Short times produce identical
dynamics from both the fluid and glass sides, while long times
produce saturating correlation functions in the glass phase.

Hence, the ideal MCT crossover temperature can be mea-
sured using the two time scales and the $-process in terms
of the form [Eq. (1)], #$ = #$0|(T ! Tc)/Tc|!& . This power
law describes the transport properties only in the region TM

> T > Tc, and thus in the T-range from the stable liquid
phase to the supercooled phase.4 Power law approaches have
been also used, independent of the MCT, to describe the ther-
mal transport parameter behavior that occurs as a normal
liquid enters the moderately supercooled region when T is
lowered.5, 25, 31, 32

The MCT indicates that the glassy relaxation originates
in the fold bifurcation of the long-t limit of the normalized
density correlator. This limit, zero in the liquid phase and pos-
itive in the ideal glass, is called the non-ergodicity parameter
or the Debye-Waller factor fq. It is discontinuous if the control
parameter passes some critical value (e.g., !c or Tc). Hence,
fq exhibits a singularity as a function of the distance ( = (T
! Tc)/Tc = (! ! !c)/!c for ( = 0. Designating ) = C(, the
separation parameter, the %-relaxation scale is derived from
t) = t0/|) |1/2a (with the exponent 1/2a > 1.27). In the second
scaling law regime ($-), the ideal MCT again gives a power-
law divergence but the & exponent is larger than that of t)
(1/2a), i.e., #$ = B!1/bt0|) |!& and & = [1/(2a) + 1/(2b)]. The
anomalous exponents 0 < a % amax = 0.395 (i.e., the critical
exponents) and 0 < b % 1 are related through the system-
dependent exponent parameter * (1/2 % * < 1) via * = +(1
! a)2/+(1 ! 2a) = +(1 + b)2/+(1 + 2b). A study of the dy-
namic parameters performed in a polymer or colloidal solu-
tion as a function of the volume fraction ! has confirmed these
MCT suggestions. QES experiments made in hard-sphere col-
loids for ! < !c, which measure both the self-diffusion coef-
ficient Ds and #$ , fully support these suggestions, giving &

= 2.7.6 In polystyrene-networked-sphere colloids, however,
& = 3.6 and * = 0.88.51

The EMCT predicts a dynamic crossover in #$ and in
Ds. The crossover occurs near the ideal Tc and is due to the
dynamic change in the system from one determined by the
cage effect to one characterized by the hopping processes.
The crossover is a FS crossover in which the $-relaxation
time and the self-diffusion undergo a crossover from SA to
AE behavior. This result, obtained for a Lennard-Jones sys-
tem, explains the FS crossover observed in a variety of glass-
forming fluids.41, 42 This EMCT approach also demonstrates
that the SE relation breaks down in different ways on the
fragile and strong sides of the FS crossover, in agreement
with experimental observations of confined water28 and liq-
uid Pd43Cu27Ni10P20 alloys.52

Specifically, in EMCT terms, the scale decoupling for
T < Tc is explained by assuming that the relaxation is due
to thermally activated hopping processes. The self-diffusion
coefficient (like the other transport parameters) is thus Ds

& Dhop + Did, with the dynamic crossover at T & Tc from
D & Did to Dhop. The EMCT numerical results41 show that
the ideal contribution Did vanishes at Tc/T = 1 with a power

law Did " |T ! Tc|& , according to the dynamical arrest be-
havior predicted by the idealized theory. Hence, for T < Tc

the behavior of Ds is determined only by Dhop. In addition, at
these low temperatures the self-diffusion coefficient exhibits
AE behavior.

The MCT power law fits the transport parameter data in
the SA region and indicates the temperature point (T# ' Tc)
at which the experimental data cross that of the Arrhenius
behavior. This EMCT analysis indicates the physical signif-
icance of the concept of Tc in terms of a well-established the-
ory of glass-forming systems, rather than of numerous em-
pirical observations. The FS and the SE both occur at Tc, for
which T# ' Tc. This was confirmed by the ideal MCT used to
study the viscosity of many different supercooled liquids that
used T as the control parameter and evaluated the correspond-
ing Tc and the & exponent.43

We also see FS crossover when we make the volume frac-
tion ! the control parameter, and !c, like Tc, is the separation
between the two different dynamics. To account for this, we
have considered a copolymer micellar system in which the
short-range attraction is due to an effective intermicellar in-
teraction. The system is an aqueous solution of a nonionic,
three-block copolymer made of polyethylene and polypropy-
lene oxides (Pluronic L64). This polymer in water is a T-
dependent surfactant that forms monodisperse spherical mi-
celles in a wide T ! ! range. The system, widely described in
many experiments,9, 46–49, 53, 54 presents a very rich phase dia-
gram (see Fig. 1). Because of intermicellar interaction there is
an inverted binodal line with a lower consolute critical point,
a T ! ! dependent percolation line separating a liquid-like
from a gel-like phase and, as predicted by the MCT, a glassy
line. Because it is a system with a hard core and an additional
short-range attractive interaction (i.e., an AHS system), a spe-
cial arrest scenario characterized by cusp singularity emerges.
In addition to particle packing ! (used for HS colloids to de-
scribe the fold singularity), the temperature serves as a second
external control parameter. The system is thus characterized
by a reentrant liquid-to-glass transition with two liquid-glass
transition lines.8 At high T and sufficiently high !, the system
evolves into the well-known “repulsive” glassy state. At rela-
tively low T, however, an “attractive glass” forms and the par-
ticle motion is hindered by clustering. We, thus, divide spher-
ical colloidal systems into two categories: (i) a one-length-
scale hard-sphere system in which glass formation is dictated
by the cage effect and (ii) a two-length-scale AHS with a sec-
ond glass-forming mechanism: a clustering process caused by
interparticle attraction.

III. METHODS

A. Sample

We prepare the micellar system by dissolving a triblock
copolymer PL64, a member of the Pluronic (BASF AG, Lud-
wigshafen, Germany) family that is used extensively in indus-
trial applications, into D2O at different weight fractions C.
Pluronic is a combination of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and
polypropylene oxide (PPO). The chemical formula of L64
is (PEO)13(PPO)30(PEO)13 and it has a mass of 2990 Da.
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) The experimental T ! ! phase diagram for the adhesive hard sphere (AHS) system PL64/D2O characterized by an inverted binodal, CP, line with
the critical point (cloud point line, CP), the critical micellar concentration line (CMC), and a percolation line.9, 49 Are also indicated the equilibrium phase
boundary between the disordered micellar phase and the ordered liquid crystalline hexagonal phase (blue line)55 and an experimentally obtained (lights and
neutron scattering) kinetic glass transition line in the ranges 0.47 < ! < 0.55 and 288 < T < 353 K (green lines and symbols). Large symbols correspond to
the NMR (red # and green crosses) and viscosity data (large blue and red circles obtained by using T and ! as the control parameter, respectively) of the present
work. (b) Details of the experimental phase diagram, in the ranges 0.47 < ! < 0.55 and 280 < T < 360 K, (open symbols)9, 53, 54 reporting the equilibrium
phase boundary and, in green the glass transition line (liquid-attractive glass). This figure also illustrates the transition between two distinct amorphous states
(attractive AG and repulsive RG, respectively) in the interval 0.536 < ! < 0.544 (open symbols deal with experimental observations, green for the AG and blue
for the RG). (c) The theoretical phase diagram (T* vs. !) predicted by MCT calculations for the case of , = 0.03 (attractive well width). It can be observed the
cusp like singularity typical of AHS materials,4, 8 the glass-liquid-glass re-entrant behavior and an attractive-to-repulsive glass transition line starting where the
two branches cross and terminate at A3 [!(A3) = 0.544], beyond which the long-time dynamics of two glassy states become identical. In (b) and (c) the red star
identifies the A3 singularity.

Because PEO and PPO are hydrophilic at low temperatures,
L64 chains readily dissolve in water and exist as unimers. As
the temperature increases, the hydrogen-bond formation be-
tween water and polymer molecules decreases, PPO becom-
ing less hydrophilic more rapidly than PEO, and the copoly-
mers acquire surfactant properties and aggregate to form mi-
celles. Because at higher temperatures water becomes a pro-
gressively poorer solvent for both PPO and PEO chains, the
inter-micellar interaction becomes attractive (the system be-
haves like a grafted colloid). The evidence for the increased
short-range micellar attraction as a function of T comes from
the existence of a critical point at C ( 0.05 and T = 330.9 K
and a percolation line. Theoretically,8, 44 the phase behavior
of the micellar system is characterized by an effective tem-
perature T* = kBT/u, the volume fraction of the micelles !,
and the fractional attractive well width , = -/d, where kB

is the Boltzmann constant, !u is the depth of the attractive
square well, - is the width of the well, and d is the diameter
of the hard core. Hence, for a given ,, aside from !, as in the
case of a pure hard sphere system, the effective temperature
T* is introduced into the description of the phase behavior of
the system as a second external control parameter and thus
the loss of ergodicity can take place by increasing either ! or
T*. Neutron scattering experiments have been used to evalu-
ate T* as a function of the normal temperature T at different

!53 showing that, as T increases, T* also increases. By mea-
suring the micellar aggregation number N as a function of T
at different !, the same experiments showed that the degree
of self-association increases as T increases at a given !. This
is consistent with the fact that the PPO core becomes less hy-
drophilic at higher temperatures. In addition, at a given tem-
perature, N decreases as ! increases—a behavior indicating
that u increases as ! increases. Furthermore, by comparing the
effective temperatures obtained from fitting the experimental
data in the liquid and glass states, it can be seen that the depth
of the square well increases as T and ! increase, making a
liquid-glass transition possible.

Figure 1(a) shows the experimental T ! ! phase diagram
of an AHS PL64/D2O system.9, 49 Note that it is character-
ized by an inverted binodal line with a critical point (cloud
point line CP) and a percolation line. We choose heavy wa-
ter so that we can compare the neutron data with those from
other experimental techniques. Figure 1(a) also shows the
critical micellar concentration (CMC) line, the equilibrium
phase boundary (blue line) between the disordered micellar
phase and the ordered liquid crystalline (hexagonal) phase55

and, using light and neutron scattering,9, 53 an experimentally
obtained glass line in the ranges 0.47 < ! < 0.55 and 288
< T < 353 K (green line and open green symbols). Figure 1(b)
shows the phase diagram in the ranges 0.47 < ! < 0.55 and
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280 < T < 360 K and combines the equilibrium phase bound-
ary, the kinetic glass transition line (liquid-attractive glass),
and the transition between two distinct amorphous states (at-
tractive (AG) and repulsive (RG) glasses, respectively) within
the volume fraction range from 0.536 to 0.544 (with open
symbols for experimental observations, green for the AG, and
blue for the RG). Note that the amorphous states in this re-
gion of phase space are metastable states of the system, e.g.,
as in supercooled liquids. In summary, in this AHS system the
liquid glass transition line is a function of both ! and T.

Figure 1(c) shows the theoretical phase diagram (T* vs.
!) predicted by MCT calculations for the case of , = 0.03
(the attractive well width). Due to the competition between
cage and clustering processes a reachable phase diagram ap-
pears that, depending on the control parameters used, is char-
acterized by a liquid region and two kinetic glass transition
lines, one corresponding to the HS glass at high composi-
tion (the repulsive branch) and the other extending into much
lower concentrations (the attractive branch). MCT attributes
the repulsive branch (with the usual packing effect) to the re-
pulsive interaction and the attractive branch to the attractive
region of the potential. Figure 1(c) shows a cusp-like singu-
larity exhibiting glass-liquid-glass re-entrant behavior and an
attractive-to-repulsive glass transition line beginning where
the two branches cross and terminating at A3 [!(A3) = 0.544],
beyond which the long-time dynamics of the two glassy states
become identical. In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) the red star indicates
the A3 singularity point.

We study the result as a function of both control param-
eters, T and !, in order to clarify the arrest properties of a
system dominated by a clustering process caused by attractive
interaction, and carry out a series of NMR and viscosity (")
experiments in the AHS PL64/D2O system. In particular, we
consider the zero shear viscosity measured at several different
concentrations in the range 0.096 < ! < 0.537 as a function
of T. From these data we observe that, starting from low T, "

increases steeply, first going through a percolation transition
and then a liquid-to-glass transition. When ! < 0.4 there is
only a percolation transition, and the dynamical arrest is only
in the region of the crystalline hexagonal phase.

B. Experiments

The NMR experiments are carried out using a spectrom-
eter operating at 700 MHz 1H resonance frequency (Bruker
AVANCE). The system dynamics are measured using the
Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo technique (1H-PGSE)56 in the
288–343 K temperature range in the 0.15 < ! < 0.547 inter-
val (the T-dependence of the methanol chemical shift is used
as a T standard). The details of the NMR experiment are re-
ported in Ref. 57. We derive the mean square displacement
)r2(t)* of the Pluronic L64 molecules diffusing in the NMR
pulsed-field gradients direction r, during the time interval t.
Hence, we study the micellar dynamics by examining the
proton NMR relaxation.

We measure the viscosity in identical systems and un-
der identical experimental conditions using a strain-controlled
rheometer with double-wall Couette geometry at a fixed fre-

quency ' = 1 s!1 under conditions that ensure a linear re-
sponse where clustering processes originate. We increase
the viscosity by varying both control parameters, a response
due to the clustering process associated with the percolation
transition.9, 49, 54 Note that both the loss module G+(') and
storage module G++(') are frequency-dependent. According
to theory,34 near the percolation threshold these moduli ex-
hibit a precise universal scaling behavior with G++ dominant
over G+: G+ & G++ & 'k, k being a universal exponent with an
expected value of 0.7.47

By measuring the mean square displacement (MSD)
)r2(t)* of the molecules (or the MSD of their protons) in
a given time interval, the NMR method adopted here has
been widely used to study the self-diffusion process in poly-
mer systems. This approach takes into account the fact that
complex materials, such as those dominated by aggregation
and clustering, can exhibit generalized Brownian motion (i.e.,
Lévy flight or fractal diffusion) rather than simple Brownian
motion.58 It is well-known that in Brownian motion )r2(t)*
= 2Dst, but in fractal diffusion )r2(t)* " t$ . Homogeneous
media have uncorrelated molecular displacements with ran-
dom thermal motion, but when a hierarchically intricate struc-
ture is present, e.g., the self-similar aggregates or clusters of
the copolymer, the system dynamics are strongly correlated
in both spatial and time scales, giving rise to the power-law
behavior between the time and the mean square displacement.
For fractal diffusion, $ < 1, and in the random walk fractal di-
mension df > 2, $ = 2/df. We use the PGSE NMR technique
to determine Ds and label the nuclear spins using the Larmor
precession frequencies in a spatially varying magnetic field.
In these experiments we apply a field gradient pulse of mag-
nitude g and find that the spin-echo attenuation . is related to
the spin self-correlation function PS(r|r+, -), as

.(-) =
!

/(r)
!

PS(r|r +,-) exp[i& 0g(r + ! r)dr +dr],

where & represents the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus,
and - and 0 are the separation (the observation time) and
the width of the gradient pulses, respectively. In the case of
nuclei in pure random Brownian motion, the self-correlation
function has a simple Gaussian form that, under the narrow
pulse width approximation (0 , -), is

.(-) = exp[!(1/2)& 202g2)r2(t)*] = exp[!Q2Ds-].

Here Q = (& 0g) is the “NMR generalized” scattering vector.
Figure 2 shows the measured spin-echo attenuation, nor-

malized to its Q2- = 0 value (i.e., . /.0 vs Q2-, at different
observation and gradient pulse times) for the PL64/D2O solu-
tion with ! = 0.485 at temperatures 288 K and 322 K, below
and above the percolation line, respectively. Note that the two
spectra are different (especially at larger Q2-), and the sin-
gle exponential time decay in the spectrum for T = 322 K
exhibits a more complex behavior, one that corresponds to
simple Brownian motion. The inset shows . /.0 in a scaled
plot. The normalized spin-echo attenuation is a function of the
scaling variable (Q2-)% with % ( 0.43. Within experimental
error, this plots the data in a straight line, demonstrating that
the spin echo attenuation is a stretched exponential.
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FIG. 2. The normalized pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR attenuation . /.0
vs Q2- (at different - and gradient pulse width 0), for the PL64/D2O so-
lution with ! = 0.485 at the temperatures 288 K and 322 K, i.e., below and
above the percolation line, respectively. The inset illustrates . /.0 data cor-
responding to 322 K, in a scaled plot; the normalized spin-echo attenuation is
reported as a function of the scaling variable (Q2-)% with % ( 0.43 demon-
strating a stretched exponential “character” of the spin echo attenuation.

In NMR experiments the maximum Q value is on the or-
der of 107m!1. The experiments thus probe length scales L
("1/Q) comparable to those of light scattering (hundreds of
nm) rather than of neutrons or X-ray scattering where the
characteristic probe length is of the molecular order. Self-
similar systems (or percolating networks) are identified by a
typical length scale 1 , related to the average cluster size or
length scale up to which the cluster can be identified as a frac-
tal. On this basis, the quantities Q1 or 1 /L identify the system
dynamics. Q1 identifies a crossover between two extreme dy-
namic regimes, the Porod Q1 - 1 regime and the Guinnier
Q1 , 1 regime. In the Porod regime the technique character-
ized by 1 /L - 1 yields details about the intracluster dynamics.
On approaching the percolation threshold, a typical NMR ex-
periment can thus satisfy this latter condition and can test the
anomalous diffusion,

.(-) = exp[!(1/2)Q2)r2(t)*] = exp[!Q2Ds-
$]

= exp[!Q2Ds-
2/df ]. (2)

The theoretical percolation models predict 3 < df

< 4,59, 60 but at the percolation threshold experiments mea-
sure a value df ( 4.2.61 An NMR study in Pluronic F68 at

a concentration of 35 wt. % shows that the exponent $ de-
creases on approaching gelation with a value of &0.5 inside
the gel phase.50

We perform numerous NMR experiments inside the crys-
talline hexagonal phase by approaching from the liquid side
and heating the sample at a given volume fraction. Under
these conditions the system remains a metastable liquid (su-
percooled and glass-forming) for times on the order of sev-
eral hours prior to irreversible crystallization. This is a time
longer than the NMR experimental time (&20 min) required
to accurately measure the spin-echo attenuation .(-), from
which we evaluate the exponent $. To keep the metastable
liquid from crystallizing, we remove the samples from the
NMR spectrometer after each experiment performed at tem-
peratures inside the hexagonal phase and store them in a ther-
mostatic bath at a typical liquid phase temperature (287 K).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. NMR

Figure 3 shows a log-log scale of the NMR time evolu-
tion )r2(t)* for the PL64/D2O system at ! = 0.46 when we
change T from 293 K to 333 K. Here ! = 0.46 is a volume
fraction in which the micellar system is in the stable liquid

FIG. 3. The plot in a log-log scale of the time evolution of the NMR mea-
sured )r2(t)* at different temperatures T (293 < T < 333 K) in the copolymer
stable micellar phase for ! = 0.46. It is evidenced that when T increases the
fractal diffusion exponent, $(T), decreases from 1 to about 0.6 on crossing the
percolation threshold ("300 K) after that decreases again inside the gel phase
and returns to values typical of the pure Brownian diffusion on approaching
the cloud point line. The general trend that $ decreases during the percolation
process is a result of the clustering process that reduces the micellar mobility.
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FIG. 4. The T behavior of the fractal exponent $(T ) for several different volume fractions in the interval 0.365 < ! < 0.546, covering all the complex phase
diagram characterized by the liquid, the gel, the attractive glass (AG), and also the high-! area where the system shows the complex situation characterized by
the MCT cusp singularity and the glass-to-glass transition.

phase throughout this T range, and the MSD is calculated
using Eq. (2) during the gelation process and inside the gel
phase. Note that by increasing T above 293 K (just inside the
disordered liquid region) the fractal diffusion exponent $(T)
decreases from 1 to &0.6 on crossing the percolation thresh-
old at &300 K and then decreases again inside the solid-like
gel phase and, as it approaches the cloud point line, returns
to values typical of pure Brownian diffusion. Hence, the gen-
eral trend is that $ decreases during the gelation, a result of
the clustering process in which the micellar mobility is re-
duced. Figure 4 shows the temperature behavior of the fractal
exponent $(T) for several volume fractions of the PL64/D2O
AHS system in the 0.365 < ! < 0.546 range. It covers the en-
tire complex phase diagram including the liquid, the gel, the
AG, and the high-! area where the system exhibits the com-
plex MCT cusp singularity and the glass-to-glass transition.
We see significant changes occurring in all areas of the sys-
tem. When ! = 0.365, the exponent $ decreases at $ " 0.66
near the percolation threshold temperature where the charac-
teristic incipient spanning cluster is formed (dotted pink line).
At $ " 1 it returns to the cloud point line (dotted red line).
Figure 1(a) shows that these crossover temperatures (red #s)
are approximately coincident with both the experimental PT
and CP curves. When ! = 0.48, 0.522, and 0.535 the situ-
ation is more complex. In addition to the $ changes at the
PT and CP temperatures (red #s), there are two significant
changes in the fractal diffusion exponent, (i) one that reduces
the exponent value at "0.5 and (ii) one in which the previ-
ous higher values are restored. These crossover temperatures

[dashed green lines in Fig. 4 and green crosses in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b)] are nearly coincident with the experimental attrac-
tive glass line observed by means of light and neutron scatter-
ing experiments.9, 49 This has been confirmed by a MD study
on a model system for interacting colloids.62 From these re-
sults it is clear that the $(T, !) reproduces well the MCT phase
diagram predicted for AHS systems. This is confirmed by the
behavior of the $ exponent inside the glass-to-glass transition
just below (! = 0.543) and above (! = 0.546) the singularity
point A3 (! = 0.544). When ! = 0.543, the exponent value in-
creases from $ " 0.42 to $ " 0.6 at the temperature (red line)
where the scattering observations [see Fig. 1(b)] indicate the
locus of the system transition from the AG to the RG. When
! = 0.546 (above the singularity point) the exponent behavior
is nearly constant throughout the temperature range, i.e., only
a glass phase exists.

B. Viscosity

Figures 5 and 6 show the viscosities of the PL64/D2O
inside the ! ! T phase diagram when ! is fixed as a func-
tion of temperature (Fig. 5) and vice-versa (Fig. 6), together
with a corresponding MCT data analysis that uses, respec-
tively, T and ! as the control parameter. Figure 5 shows a
log-linear plot of the viscosities of pure water (red dots) and
of the micellar system at volume fractions ! = 0.096, 0.181,
0.256, 0.324, 0.43, 0.46, 0.488, 0.504, and 0.522 as a func-
tion of 1/T. The open symbols indicate the behavior of the
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FIG. 5. The log-lin plot, as a function of 1/T (bottom axis) and T (top axis), of the viscosities of pure water and of the PL64/D2O AHS micellar system at the
following volume fraction: ! = 0.096, 0.181, 0.256, 0.324, 0.43, 0.46, 0.488, 0.504, and 0.522. Open green symbols indicate the critical point volume fraction.
Red dots regard the pure water viscosity. The continuous lines represent the data fitting (low T) in terms of the MCT power law (Eq. (1)) with T as the control
parameter. The exponent & ranges from 3.1 to 3.4. The obtained crossover temperatures Tc for each concentration are reported in Fig. 1(a) as large blue circles.
Their values can be directly evaluated by means of the Kelvin scale (top axis). For ! > 0.256 can be observed the dynamical crossover from a SA to the
exponential AE (dotted lines).

FIG. 6. The PL64/D2O viscosities measured as a function of ! for T = 293, 299, 303, 305, 309, 311, 313, 315, and 318 K are reported in a log-lin scale. The
data are fitted at low ! by using the MCT power law (Eq. (1)) with ! as the control parameter (continuous line) and the obtained & values are measured in the
interval 3.2 to 3.4. Also in this case is observable, for all the studied temperatures, the dynamical crossover from a strong to fragile glass former behavior, and
the corresponding Tc are reported in Fig. 1(a) as large red circles.
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critical volume fraction !c = 0.096 and the full symbols in-
dicate the other viscosities. The solid lines show the data fit-
ting of the low T data in terms of the MCT power law [Eq.
(1)] using temperature T as the control parameter. When !

> 0.256, we see a dynamic crossover from a SA to an expo-
nential AE (dotted lines). This agrees with the behavior seen
in the viscosity of the other supercooled liquids38, 43 (Fig. 5).
In the Arrhenius region we see that the corresponding activa-
tion energy (the E(T), the slope of the dotted lines) changes
when ! increases. When ! = 0.256 and 0.324, within exper-
imental error E(T) is approximately the same as that of pure
water (red dots). When the concentration approaches that of
the attractive glass phase ! . 0.43, E(T) reverses sign and
slowly increases, evolving to an approximate stable value for
! > 0.488. This figure, thus, shows that the overall behavior
of "(T) as a function of T above percolation when micellar
clusters are formed is different for the low and high volume
fractions. For low ! the activation energy is about the same
as that of pure water. The dynamics of the diffusion of a sin-
gle micellae from one cluster to another is dominated by the
solvent viscosity. On approaching the glass phase the situa-
tion is very different. Both packing effects and the increase
in interparticle interaction (the attraction) changes interclus-
ter diffusion. The decrease in PEO and PPO hydrophilicity is
reflected in an increase in T and an increase of the square well
depth as T and ! increase. Figure 1(a) shows the crossover
temperatures (Tc) corresponding to each concentration (large
blue circles).

Figure 6 shows a log-linear plot of the viscosities mea-
sured as a function of ! for T = 293, 299, 303, 305, 309,
311, 313, 315, and 318 K. The data are fit (at low !) by us-
ing the MCT power law [Eq. (1)] with ! as the control pa-
rameter (continuous line). We see a strong-to-fragile dynamic
crossover, the dotted lines representing AE behavior, and that
when the temperature is decreased the crossover occurs at the
higher volume fractions. Figure 1(a) shows the crossover con-
centration (!c) obtained for each temperature (large red cir-
cles) in terms of the MCT [Eq. (1)]. Both figures confirm that
in this AHS system the locus of the dynamic crossover corre-
sponds to the sol-gel (or PT) line where the incipient percolat-
ing cluster is formed. This confirms the main prediction of the
EMCT, that SA behavior is related to the cage effect but pure
AE behavior occurs only after a clustering process produces
a structural network capable of supporting hopping. This sup-
ports the findings of the NMR data interpreted in terms of a
structural crossover in the molecular MSD from pure liquid
Brownian behavior to fractal behavior.

In both cases the viscosity exhibits an initial steep growth
as the control parameters increase. Scattering data (light and
neutron9, 47, 48, 53) show that, in this phase diagram region, co-
alescing clusters of monomers linked by bonds with long life-
times are formed and, because of this, the viscosity increases
by many orders of magnitude, reflecting typical gelation be-
havior. After a certain threshold this increase ceases and sat-
uration follows. Then the behavior changes and is dominated
by cluster deformation or screening effects (due to the finite
lifetime of the bonds). As ! increases further, the viscosity ex-
hibits a second steep growth until structural arrest is reached.
The resulting glass transition can be related to the formation

of a spanning cluster made of localized particles connected by
bonds. As previously stated, MCT indicates that the presence
of bonds is the defining difference between attractive and re-
pulsive glasses. From the data fitting of the SA region (using
T and ! as control parameters), we find that the exponent &

ranges from approximately 3.1 to 3.4 in both cases, i.e., val-
ues analogous to those measured in a similar AHS system,
the polystyrene-networked-sphere colloid (& = 3.6).51 In ad-
dition, all the calculated Tc values are located just above the
system percolation threshold, and the AE region extends from
Tc to the dynamic arrest. In summary, the behaviors displayed
in the above figures and the results of the scattering experi-
ments confirm the link between clustering and the dynamic
crossover that characterizes transport parameters. In contrast,
due to cluster polydispersity and the intracluster particle mo-
tion of the molecules (micellae in the L64 case), the SA re-
gion is related to the onset of the multi-basin energy land-
scape structure.18 When clusters form and remain stable for
times longer than the molecular bondtime, the only possible
motion is hopping. Thus this AHS system, successfully used
to test many aspects of the MCT, fully confirms the dynamic
crossover explanation provided by EMCT.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented results that help us understand the FS
dynamic crossover in an AHS colloidal system (an AHS mi-
cellar copolymer) that exhibits strong clustering behavior. We
used several experimental techniques, e.g., molecular MSD
(NMR) and viscosity measurement, to characterize the sys-
tem in a wide region of its T ! ! phase diagram. This re-
gion includes the disordered liquid phase, the crossing of the
percolation line, and the glass phase. Using the viscosity we
have explored the phase diagram region that extends from
the disordered liquid phase up to the glass transition line.
In this examination of viscosity, we have taken into consid-
eration only those data pertaining to the liquid phase above
and below the sol-gel transition as we determine how the sys-
tem approaches dynamic arrest. We have examined in detail
the region from the disordered liquid phase to the percolation
threshold (PT), and have done this in terms of the ideal MCT
power laws [Eq. (1)] by using control parameters T and ! to
obtain the corresponding critical values Tc and !c. Above PT
the viscosity behavior is purely Arrhenius in both cases. We
find that the locus of the measured Tc and !c in the phase
diagram, which defines the dynamical crossover line from a
fragile-to-strong glass forming materials, appears to be coin-
cident with the percolation line. In supercooled liquids this
crossover is a function of a temperature that is far from the
calorimetric glass transition temperature, but in an AHS col-
loidal system the crossover is also a function of the packing
fraction !.

All of these results, taken together, enable us to define
two large and distinct phase diagram regions that exhibit
contrasting dynamic behaviors, (i) a fragile system exhibit-
ing well-defined super-Arrhenius behavior (described using
MCT) that extends from the disordered liquid phase up to the
PT line and (ii) a strong glass-forming system that has higher
T and ! values and that extends from the PT line (also the
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locus of the Tc and !c values) to the glass transition line [see
Fig. 1(a)]. In the strong glass-forming system, we observe a
region of anomalous “glassy” dynamics beginning before the
actual dynamic arrest (the transition from liquid to amorphous
solid) at Tc and !c (also described using MCT). As mentioned
above, MCT explains Tc (and hence also !c) as a singular-
ity resulting from a bifurcation in the self-trapping problem
of density fluctuations. We, thus, see two different behaviors
above and below these singular values, indicating an impor-
tant crossover between two different dynamics inside the su-
percooled liquid phase far from the glass transition. Above Tc

the physics is clearly defined by the well-known cage effect,
but in the region from Tc (or !c) to the dynamic arrest we can
clarify the dynamic evolution of the glass-forming materials
by using the AHS system. We find that the dynamic evolution
is dominated by an activated transport process. The Tc and
!c line, thus, defines a real crossover in the physical proper-
ties of the glass-forming material. Taking into consideration
the particle interactions of the sol-gel transition, we find that
structurally these two regions are characterized by a clustering
process that starts in the disordered liquid phase and becomes
fully developed in the gel phase.63 In the liquid phase there are
many monomers and little polydisperse clusters that increase
in size on approaching PT. The NMR experiment indicates
that the incipient gel is a self-similar distribution of fractal
clusters that range in size from monomers to an infinite clus-
ter. Thus the system dynamics, super Arrhenius in the liquid
phase and Arrhenius in the gel phase, are reproduced in the
viscosity behaviors.

We have confirmed our results using the MCT frame-
work, more precisely, the EMCT version based on hopping
processes. However, the pure liquid phase is described in
terms of the classical cage effect. The particle dynamic be-
havior of the little polydisperse clusters and monomers in this
liquid phase is due to a diffusion process in which particles
are correlated with each other and do not freely diffuse. If we
increase the packing (volume fraction) and the interparticle
attractive interactions (temperature), many transport proper-
ties change by many orders of magnitude. There is a slowing
down, the caging is less effective, and the probability that cage
hopping will occur increases. The emerging spanning cluster
makes the crossover in the system dynamics possible. Further
increases in T and ! values impose a new behavior: the only
freedom left to the particles is hopping.

In conclusion, our results, i.e., this crossover can be ex-
plained as a function of the volume fraction or of the temper-
ature, are based on the MCT model, which can better describe
the arrest process in condensed matter than recent empirical
approaches.17 In addition, the FS crossover can be observed
using a variable other than temperature, and this supports the
hypothesis that the process has universality.
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